
I know what you are thinking, Fiverr is a huge waste of time if you are looking to make big money.I know what you are thinking, Fiverr is a huge waste of time if you are looking to make big money.

However, if you want to make big money online, you are going to need to invest some money as well. Many of us,However, if you want to make big money online, you are going to need to invest some money as well. Many of us,

maybe even you, started with close to nothing to invest. This makes earning a lot of money online difficult. With amaybe even you, started with close to nothing to invest. This makes earning a lot of money online difficult. With a

little help from a largely populated site (little help from a largely populated site (Fiverr.comFiverr.com), you can get some great startup capital to fund your future), you can get some great startup capital to fund your future

projects.projects.

Making $50 a day is definitely possible with less than 1 hour of work each and every day through Fiverr. I have usedMaking $50 a day is definitely possible with less than 1 hour of work each and every day through Fiverr. I have used

this method for over a year to make money just to cover the cost of my articles that I am working on for mythis method for over a year to make money just to cover the cost of my articles that I am working on for my

Adsense JourneyAdsense Journey. So without wasting your time, let’s jump right into it.. So without wasting your time, let’s jump right into it.

MAKING MONEY ON FIVERR – THE BLACKHAT WAY

Before I lay out the exact method, you may need to lay your ethics aside because this is in a bit of a grey area. WhenBefore I lay out the exact method, you may need to lay your ethics aside because this is in a bit of a grey area. When

I say that this is a blackhat method, I really do mean that. If you are the kind of person who wants to be completelyI say that this is a blackhat method, I really do mean that. If you are the kind of person who wants to be completely

honest to your clients, feel free to disclose what you are doing to the Fiverr buyers who will purchase your gig. Thishonest to your clients, feel free to disclose what you are doing to the Fiverr buyers who will purchase your gig. This
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may net you less orders overall, but at least your conscience can be clean.may net you less orders overall, but at least your conscience can be clean.

I would suggest that if you are just doing this for some startup capital, to not disclose the exact method and get asI would suggest that if you are just doing this for some startup capital, to not disclose the exact method and get as

many orders as possible.many orders as possible.The basis of this method is to “write” articles that are “unique”. If youThe basis of this method is to “write” articles that are “unique”. If you

have ever bought articles from Fiverr, you know just how many gigs there are claiming that theyhave ever bought articles from Fiverr, you know just how many gigs there are claiming that they

will write you a unique article in such and such amount of time. I have been asked before whywill write you a unique article in such and such amount of time. I have been asked before why

you would want to go into this writing niche if so many others are doing it, aka saturated. Byyou would want to go into this writing niche if so many others are doing it, aka saturated. By

using this method, you are going to be able to give clients unique articles which only take a fewusing this method, you are going to be able to give clients unique articles which only take a few

minutes of your time. Because of this, you will be able to provide more articles than yourminutes of your time. Because of this, you will be able to provide more articles than your

competition giving you a more competitive edge.competition giving you a more competitive edge.

The Unique Article Method

Put up a high quality Fiverr gig offering unique articlesPut up a high quality Fiverr gig offering unique articles

Offer some add-ons for your gigOffer some add-ons for your gig

Take a script to encode articles already on the internetTake a script to encode articles already on the internet

Zip all the files up and send them to your clientZip all the files up and send them to your client

By now you may have been able to spot what is blackhat about this method. People generally go to Fiverr to grabBy now you may have been able to spot what is blackhat about this method. People generally go to Fiverr to grab

articles that are unique so that search engines such as Google crawl them, index them, and hopefully send visitorsarticles that are unique so that search engines such as Google crawl them, index them, and hopefully send visitors

from the SERPs.from the SERPs.

This method is going to take an article from the internet, encode that article, and then send them back. The articleThis method is going to take an article from the internet, encode that article, and then send them back. The article

that you encode will be the exact same original article that you found online, but to tools such as that you encode will be the exact same original article that you found online, but to tools such as CopyscapeCopyscape, they, they

will look 100% unique, without finding any copies.will look 100% unique, without finding any copies.

The computer will show these articles as unique, but in reality, they will look and read like gibberish. To the humanThe computer will show these articles as unique, but in reality, they will look and read like gibberish. To the human

eye, they read perfectly. These articles do not help with SEO and are in fact close to worthless now days. This is theeye, they read perfectly. These articles do not help with SEO and are in fact close to worthless now days. This is the

exact reason that it is considered blackhat but if you are open to your clients, I see no reason why you should not doexact reason that it is considered blackhat but if you are open to your clients, I see no reason why you should not do

this. You need startup money from somewhere right? This is a fast way to get some.this. You need startup money from somewhere right? This is a fast way to get some.

Details of the Method

11. . You will need to find some high quality articles that have good English and read well.  The best place I haveYou will need to find some high quality articles that have good English and read well.  The best place I have

found are quality article directories such as found are quality article directories such as Ezine ArticlesEzine Articles. After you get an order, go on over to Ezine and type. After you get an order, go on over to Ezine and type

in the keywords they want you to use. Select a nice article that is a decent length on their topic.in the keywords they want you to use. Select a nice article that is a decent length on their topic.

33. . Check the Complex and Dictionary check boxes on the left hand side. These options will encode all the words ofCheck the Complex and Dictionary check boxes on the left hand side. These options will encode all the words of

the article except for long keywords. This means that some keywords in the article will not be gibberish tothe article except for long keywords. This means that some keywords in the article will not be gibberish to

search engines and can be understood.search engines and can be understood.

44. . Go to the bottom of the page and click on the blue Rewrite button. Congrats! You have just encoded the text ofGo to the bottom of the page and click on the blue Rewrite button. Congrats! You have just encoded the text of

the article. On the right hand side of the screen under Output Text, you should see a lot of red underlines. Thisthe article. On the right hand side of the screen under Output Text, you should see a lot of red underlines. This

means that those words have been encoded and are not being understood by your browser, but will lookmeans that those words have been encoded and are not being understood by your browser, but will look

EXACTLY the same as the article that you copied and pasted.EXACTLY the same as the article that you copied and pasted.

55. . 

http://www.copyscape.com/
http://ezinearticles.com/


66. . Next, copy the Output Text in the right side column and open up a file in notepad. I like to use notepad becauseNext, copy the Output Text in the right side column and open up a file in notepad. I like to use notepad because

you can save .txt files and will not show the red underlines in the file so your clients do not ask you questions.you can save .txt files and will not show the red underlines in the file so your clients do not ask you questions.

Paste the text in the notepad.Paste the text in the notepad.

77. . 

88. . You are going to need to save the files before you can zip them up and hand them over to the client. Look atYou are going to need to save the files before you can zip them up and hand them over to the client. Look at

what I have posted in the pictures below to see what to do. When you go to save the article, you will see whatwhat I have posted in the pictures below to see what to do. When you go to save the article, you will see what

the first picture is showing you. The encoding is automatically set to ANSI. What you want to do is chance thethe first picture is showing you. The encoding is automatically set to ANSI. What you want to do is chance the

encoding box to Unicode and then save it.encoding box to Unicode and then save it.

  

  

Once you have all the articles ready that your client ordered, put them in one zip file and send them off and deliverOnce you have all the articles ready that your client ordered, put them in one zip file and send them off and deliver

the gig.the gig.

I usually offer 2 articles for 1 Fiverr gig, and then offer a gig extra to provide 5 articles total for 2 gigs. This givesI usually offer 2 articles for 1 Fiverr gig, and then offer a gig extra to provide 5 articles total for 2 gigs. This gives

people 1 extra article, and does not really take up any more of your time.people 1 extra article, and does not really take up any more of your time.

The average order is generally in the area of $15 and should not take any longer than 5 minutes to finish the work.The average order is generally in the area of $15 and should not take any longer than 5 minutes to finish the work.

Go out and make some startup money, but remember, keep it ethical, and inform people what you are doing.Go out and make some startup money, but remember, keep it ethical, and inform people what you are doing.

Everyone wants a clean conscious right?Everyone wants a clean conscious right?

Authors Note: I published this method way back in July on  I published this method way back in July on Pagerankworld.comPagerankworld.com. I thought that my readers may want. I thought that my readers may want

to see it here, so here it is.to see it here, so here it is.

http://pagerankworld.com/make-money-on-fiverr/
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About The Author
NeilNeil
has been in the internet marketing game for 3 years now. I am here to help you make money onlinehas been in the internet marketing game for 3 years now. I am here to help you make money online

based on my own experiences and experiments. There will be no fluff or BS, just what is workingbased on my own experiences and experiments. There will be no fluff or BS, just what is working

now.now.
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markus  JANUARY 6, 2014JANUARY 6, 2014

thank you for posting this great method but how do you promote the gigs or ranking high in fiverrthank you for posting this great method but how do you promote the gigs or ranking high in fiverr

search?search?

Neil  JANUARY 6, 2014JANUARY 6, 2014

Hi Markus! I usually just create a Fiverr gig with a similar description to the gig that isHi Markus! I usually just create a Fiverr gig with a similar description to the gig that is

already ranking and make my offer so sweat that someone just can not refuse to getalready ranking and make my offer so sweat that someone just can not refuse to get

mine over theirs. If you want to rank it, get a few friends to buy your gig and leavemine over theirs. If you want to rank it, get a few friends to buy your gig and leave

some positive reviews. It only ends up costing you a dollar and helps rank you insome positive reviews. It only ends up costing you a dollar and helps rank you in
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David  JANUARY 23, 2014JANUARY 23, 2014

Fivver is a tricky thing. I’ve had people tell me it’s a waste of time and it kind of is until you put togetherFivver is a tricky thing. I’ve had people tell me it’s a waste of time and it kind of is until you put together

an offer people like. Once you crack the proverbial code it can turn into a nice little income where youan offer people like. Once you crack the proverbial code it can turn into a nice little income where you

can begin charging extra for priority service or next day delivery. I had a friend who would paint yourcan begin charging extra for priority service or next day delivery. I had a friend who would paint your

logo and you could use that as a video intro. Turn around was over a week at 5 dollars, but if youlogo and you could use that as a video intro. Turn around was over a week at 5 dollars, but if you

wanted it done next day, 50 dollars. Just takes a lot of work figuring out what people want likewanted it done next day, 50 dollars. Just takes a lot of work figuring out what people want like

anything else.anything else.
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bala murali  MARCH 12, 2014MARCH 12, 2014

Nice tutorial to earn money using fiverr , I am a article rewriter it definitely use to meNice tutorial to earn money using fiverr , I am a article rewriter it definitely use to me

Reply

Fiverr Success  MAY 12, 2014MAY 12, 2014

Nice share.Nice share.

I think it’s also important to note Gig extras and how they could come into play with this method. YouI think it’s also important to note Gig extras and how they could come into play with this method. You

make a measly $4 on Fiverr, if you can increase the average price of your Gigs, you’ll in turn increasemake a measly $4 on Fiverr, if you can increase the average price of your Gigs, you’ll in turn increase

your hourly rate on Fiverr, which is key.your hourly rate on Fiverr, which is key.

Anyway, great post!Anyway, great post!

– Corey– Corey
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Money Man  AUGUST 17, 2014AUGUST 17, 2014

Thanks for this wonderful method, Neil. I opened a gig offering three articles, put on some compellingThanks for this wonderful method, Neil. I opened a gig offering three articles, put on some compelling

copy in the description, and got some 10 reviews through fiverr review exchanges. Earned $80 alreadycopy in the description, and got some 10 reviews through fiverr review exchanges. Earned $80 already

and reached Level 1!and reached Level 1!

How do you suggest I move on from here? Should I keep getting lots and lots of reviews from reviewHow do you suggest I move on from here? Should I keep getting lots and lots of reviews from review

exchanges? Currently I’m earning about $5/day, but how do I increase it? Will more reviews increaseexchanges? Currently I’m earning about $5/day, but how do I increase it? Will more reviews increase

the number of sales by a huge factor? I have also opened a separate similar gig and earned about $20the number of sales by a huge factor? I have also opened a separate similar gig and earned about $20

from that (after getting a couple of reviews).from that (after getting a couple of reviews).

Please do give me your advice. Please do give me your advice. 
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Neil  AUGUST 18, 2014AUGUST 18, 2014

Excellent! I am glad you are earning money from this (easy isn’t it?)Excellent! I am glad you are earning money from this (easy isn’t it?)

If you are getting about an order a day, I would stop getting fake reviews fromIf you are getting about an order a day, I would stop getting fake reviews from

exchanges and start putting something in your reply when you deliver the gig suchexchanges and start putting something in your reply when you deliver the gig such

as (If you could leave a review, I would really appreciate it. Thanks!”. I have a few gigsas (If you could leave a review, I would really appreciate it. Thanks!”. I have a few gigs

where I do this and I get about 90% reviews from people I deliver to.where I do this and I get about 90% reviews from people I deliver to.

If you are looking to scale it up, you can either create more gigs, or what I do isIf you are looking to scale it up, you can either create more gigs, or what I do is

simply include gig extras that are irresistible. If I offer 2 articles for 5 dollars, I maysimply include gig extras that are irresistible. If I offer 2 articles for 5 dollars, I may

offer 5 articles for 10. You get the idea. This increased the average purchase by a lot.offer 5 articles for 10. You get the idea. This increased the average purchase by a lot.

Let me know how it goes,Let me know how it goes,

NeilNeil
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Money Man  OCTOBER 9, 2014OCTOBER 9, 2014

Two accounts. Currently making $300 per month with this method. Really helps to fund my SEOTwo accounts. Currently making $300 per month with this method. Really helps to fund my SEO

projects such as VPS costs, captcha costs, etc. But I do feel a little bit guilty, especially with all theprojects such as VPS costs, captcha costs, etc. But I do feel a little bit guilty, especially with all the

repeat buyers telling me how good my articles are. Hopefully I get some good income in SEO andrepeat buyers telling me how good my articles are. Hopefully I get some good income in SEO and

don’t have to do this much longer. don’t have to do this much longer. 
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